
Conservation Biology 

Why Conserve?:  

 Primal roots lost in prehistory 

o Some stage humans started to exploit idea of deferred gratification over longer 

periods 

o E.g. save these roots so there will be more next year, take beast home and fatten 

up, Noah’s Ark popular metaphor in conservation larger animals, more well 

known 

 Noah’s Ark Problem (NAP) 

o E.g. deciding which species to save with limited funds/resources, I.e. $220 bil 

o % survival without any help i.e. 0%- symbiosis, important parts of ecosystem 

o Choose 3 relatively unrelated spp. with low chance of survival 

o Don’t save closely related species (i.e. same clade) maximise genetic diversity 

o  
o Conflict between $ and conservation and what ppl want 

 History 

o With increasing human impacts the reduction and loss of resources began to be 

recognised 

o History records decree that land set aside to protect flora and fauna ~3000ya 

o 1930’s- clearing land and planting crops at huge rate drought erosion and 

subsequent dust storms in US (dust bowl) lead to formation of Soil Erosion 

Service 

 Conservation: management of human use of the biosphere so that it may yield the 

greatest possible benefits to present generations while maintaining its potential to meet 

the needs and aspirations of future generations (IUCN) 

 Conservation bio and biodiversity 

o CB is an interdisciplinary field that seeks to establish a scientific basis for the 

conservation and management of pops, communities and ecosystems 

o The impetus for the creation of CB has been continuing and accelerating loss of 

global biological diversity and the alteration of ecosystems by human activities 

o Biodiversity: biological diversity 

 Species, genetic and ecosystem level 

 Why conserve? 

o Most remaining biodiversity is on public land subject to govt control thus its use is 

a political issue (also on public land public issue) 



o Competing demands on this land (and the political/ethical dilemmas of 

conservation) create an imperative to determine the economic and utilitarian 

values of biological resources 

Utilitarian values:  

 Consumptive use value 

o Use of products of nature that don’t pass through a market 

o E.g. biodiversity uses by humans- food, medicine, fuel, building materials (shelter, 

weapons, transport), cultural/spiritual items 

o Not so much a problem in AUS, more so developing countries 

 E.g. firewood and dung provides >90% of energy needs of Nepal and 

Tanzania (90mil ppl) 

 80% of ppl in developing countries rely on wild plants/animals for 

traditional medicine 

o Consumptive use values rarely appear in national income accounts 

o EPA study concludes breathing in wood smoke particles during high pollution 

days is equivalent to smoking 4-6 ciggies a  day 

 Productive use value  

o Bio resources that are commercially harvested values that pass through a market 

o E.g. animal skins, musk, ivory, honey, game meat, beeswax, mushrooms, fruits, 

dyes, medicinal plants, saw timber 

 Service value  

o Ecosystems provide ecological functions and processes on which consumptive 

and productive processes depend 

o E.g. photosynthesis, pollination, gene flow, maintenance of water cycles, 

nurseries for commercial fish species, absorption and breakdown of pollutants 

fresh air and clean water 

o E.g. forests regulate ozone, oxygen, CO2 and other gases in the atmosphere 

o Service values highlighted when ecosystems are degraded and restorations is 

measured in monetary terms more expensive to restore than to preserve 

 E.g. treatment of land degradation in AUS $400m/yr 

 E.g. NYC watershed- 90% of 9mil ppl’s water comes from Catskill Mts and 

Delaware River 

 Protect ecosystem- $1b over 10yrs 

 Build filtration plants- $6b each 

 Scientific and educational value 

o  Natural biological resources provide the basis upon which we improve our 

biological knowledge 

 Cultural, spiritual, experiential and existence value  

o Natural environments may include sites of religious, spiritual and cultural 

significance, e.g. birth and meeting places, burial grounds, Uluru 

o Experiential and existence values rely on large natural unmodified landscapes 

wilderness 

 Solitude is one of the most important qualities of wilderness  



 Vicarious use of wilderness includes access through film, books and 

photos  main source of public support for wilderness conservation 

 Aesthetic, recreational and tourist use  

o Recreational values are shared by many groups, e.g. bushwalkers, campers, bird 

watchers, anglers, hunters, divers, surfers, horse riders, 4WD 

o Tourism may also have monetary value, i.e. one of the largest export earning 

industries in AUS 

 Utilitarian values 

o All players in process of conservation represents everyone’s’ wishes 

o Human activities can degrade ecosystems don’t provide goods or services 

links conservation and economics 

Intrinsic values:  

 Conservation not exclusively driven by economic/utilitarian criteria 

 Ethical considerations are alternative systems for valuation of conservation 

 Intrinsic values differ from utilitarian (cultural/spiritual/aesthetic) as they are independent 

of the preferences and needs of ppl other spp. have just as much right to live 

 Ethical considerations ecocentric and biocentric values 

 Ecocentric ethic  

o Recognises all spp. are the product of a long evolutionary process and are inter-

related in their life processes 

o The object of concern is the biotic community as a whole 

o Served when ecosystem composition and processes are enhanced 

o Wilderness and scientific values are closely related to ecocentric values 

 Biocentric ethic 

o Argues for value of all individuals 

o Suggests that humans have an ethical obligation towards other orgs 

o Unlike the ecocentric ethic, the biocentric ethic supports both animal welfare and 

conerservation 

o CB is not necessarily concerned with animal welfare although the issues often 

become confused but can be incorporated into management plans 

 Conservation and the anthropocentric bias 

o Conservation directed towards spp. that are more closely related to humans and 

those that have greatest cultural or economic importance 

o Bias often reflected in spp. recovery plans and research efforts, i.e. large 

mammals 

o 60’s and 70’s- species driven conservation, i.e. whales, pandas  more recently 

a biodiversity focus 

 Custodial responsibility and the precautionary principal (PP) 

o A judgement made today may have irrevocable consequences down the track, 

i.e. extinction of a spp. 

o Custodial responsibility underpins both the intrinsic value and utilitarian cases for 

conservation 

o Unforseen enviro threats necessarily creates an element of custodial 

responsibility 


